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The paper concerns renewal theory for processes of the form (S,, + Z,?), where (S,,) is a random 
walk with positive drift and E,-,, are perturbations with random and deterministic parts. A result 
of Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982) on the expected sample size is generalized: an additional 
deterministic perturbation summand g(n) = O(n”) with g”(x) = O(Y~*), ry < 1, causes an addi- 
tional summand p(a/ES,) in the asymptotic expansion, where p(s) solves the equation x= 
-g(x+s)/ES, For the proof corresponding results of Lai-Siegmund type on the asymptotic 
distribution of the excess over the boundary and of Blackwell type are established. 
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1. Introduction 
LetX,,X,,... , be i.i.d. square integrable real random variables with positive mean 
p and non-arithmetic distribution, and let s -1, Ez,. . .) be real random variables 
such that for each n the o-algebras & = a(X, , Ei, . . . , X,,, En) and 
a(X,+, , x+2,. . .I are independent. The sequence ( Y,,) with Y, := S,, + E,,, S,, := 
x,-c. . . + X,,, can be considered as a perturbed or nonlinear renewal process. For 
a 2 0 let 
r(a) := inf{n; S, > a}, 7 := r(O), 
T(a):=inf{n; Y,>u}. 
Stopping times T(u) appear in sequential analysis. Their behaviour has been 
investigated by Woodroofe (1976), Lai and Siegmund (1977, 1979), Hagwood and 
Woodroofe (1982), Chow, Hsiung and Yu (1983), Lalley (1984), Hogan (1984), 
Horvath (1985), Alsmeyer and Irle (1986), Strauch (1986), Woodroofe and Keener 
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(1987), Zhang (1988), Alsmayer (1988); for further references see the literature cited 
there and the monographs of Woodroofe (1982) and Siegmund (1985). 
In examples, the s,, are often of the form Em = V,, + g( n), where V,, are stochasti- 
tally bounded random variables and g(n) are possibly unbounded constants. The 
special stopping time 
T’(a):=inf{n; IX;+. . .+X;l>(n(h(n)+2a))“‘) 
with i.i.d. square integrable real random variables Xi, Xi,. . . , and h(n) E[W+:= 
[0, ~0) appears e.g. in the framework of tests of power one. In the case p’:= EX; # 0, 
it may be rewritten in the above form, where S,, = p’(Sk -inp’), V, = 
(Sk - np’)‘/(2n) with Sh := Xi +. . .+Xk and g(n) = -i/r(n); see Lai and Siegmund 
(1979, p. 61). A similar structure with g(n) = o(n) appears in Chow, Hsiung and 
Yu (1983, Corollary 4 with cy = 1); see also Horvath (1985, especially Example 2 
with a(n) = l/n). 
In their investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of ET(a), Lai and Siegmund 
(1979, Theorem 3) and Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982, Theorem 2 with Corollary 
1) refer to the decomposition g,, = V,, + g( n). The first authors use a weaker condition 
on g(n) which implies an order na with cy <+; the second authors use weaker 
moment conditions on X,. In their proofs the authors use Blackwell’s renewal 
theorem in its limit version and in its (weaker) boundedness version as an essential 
tool for an asymptotic result on the distribution of the excess over the boundary a 
and for an auxiliary result on uniform integrability (Lai and Siegmund 1977, 1979, 
Theorem 1 and Corollary to Theorem 2, resp.). Recently Zhang (1988) has given a 
unified treatment comprehending also the case g(n) = n”2. 
In the present paper, the result of Hagwood and Woodroofe on ET(u) is general- 
ized in so far as in the perturbation term En an additional deterministic summand 
g(n) appears. Here the function g: [w, + [w is two times differentiable with 
g”(X) = O(x”_2), a < 1, g’(x)+0 (x-+c13) 
and thus 
g’(x) = 0(x”-‘), g(x) =0(x”), 
e.g. g(n) = na, (Y < 1. In the asymptotic expansion then an additional summand 
P(u/~) appears, where p(s) solves the equation x = -g(x+ s)/p (Theorem 4). For 
the proof a result of Lai-Siegmund type on the asymptotic distribution of the excess 
over the boundary a is established, where an additional perturbation summand 
g(n) appears (Theorem 3). It is based on a corresponding result with purely 
deterministic perturbations g( n + z(u)), 0 s z(u) = O(u) (Theorem 2), which is 
implicit in a paper of Hogan (1984, Ch. 3). Further a Blackwell type theorem is 
established with purely deterministic perturbations g(n + z), where zz 0 in the 
boundedness version (Theorem l(a)) and 0s z = z(u) = O(u) in the limit version 
(Theorem l(b)). Theorem l(a) is used for the proofs of Theorems 2 and 4. 
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2. A Blackwell theorem for purely deterministic perturbations 
The following theorem concerns a nonlinear renewal process with purely determinis- 
tic perturbations of order nd, cy < 1, satisfying some regularity assumptions. It states 
that the expected number of visits to an interval (a, a + h] with fixed length h E (0, a) 
behaves for a + ~0 as in the classical Blackwell case. 
Theorem 1. Let & := S, + g( n + z), n E No, z E R+, with So:= 0, and let g: R+ + R be 
two times difSerentiable with g(0) = 0, g”(x) = 0(xap2) for some N < 1, g’(x) + 0 
(x+co). 
(a) For each h > 0 there is a constant c E R, such that 
f JT& ( E u,u+h]]sc forull(u,z)ER~R+ 
n=O 
(b) Zfz=z(u)=O(u), UER,, thenforeuch h>O 
f P[&~((a,u+h]]-+h/p (a+a). 
II=” 
Proof. Since in case (b) g(z(y))=o(y), y +co, one may work with the modified 
definition $, := S, + g( n + z) - g(z). The fourier-analytic proof of Blackwell’s 
classical renewal theorem (with g(x) - 0) given by Feller and Orey (1961) is used 
in the presentation of Breiman (1968, Sections 10.2, 10.3). Let h be an everywhere 
positive continuous function on R such that 
&sup{h(x);x~(n,n+l]}<~, h(x)= ei”x&(u)du, 
J 
where h^ is real-valued, continuous, piecewise linear with 0~ fi,,~ 1, and vanishes 
outside of a finite interval [-?I, S]. 
As to Theorem l(a) it suffices to prove that 
lim e-iu,v 
N-cc J fi(u)Re(k{oEei”4~)du 
is bounded with respect to (y, z) E R x R,; for this implies uniform boundedness of 
the measures I%;,= on %I defined by 
In the case of Theorem l(b) one obtains therefore weak convergence of I?iZCY, to 
zero measure by g(x) = o(x) (x + co), z(y) = O(y) and convergence of C P[S, - np < 
-$p] (Baum and Katz 1965, Theorem 3). Now it suffices to prove 
lim 
J 
e 
N-L-C 
~‘“~~(u)Re(~~“Eeiu”h)du~(2~~-’ Jh(x)dx (y+oo); 
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for this implies weak convergence of I?zZo,,+ fi-Y,Zo,j and filZCYj to CL-’ times 
Lebesgue-Bore1 measure for y + co. 
Let 
ck=ck(z):=g(k+z)-g(z) fork=0,1,2,...; 
and let 
U,(U):=~~, +(u)“(ei”‘h-l), 
where #I is the characteristic function of X,. One has 
F E eiuSk = F E eiUSk + u,(u). 
k=O k=O 
Since the above boundedness and limit relations hold in the case g(x) = 0, it remains 
to show boundedness and convergence to zero, resp., of 
I 
s 
lim 
N+m -a 
e-‘““i(u) Re U,(u) du. 
One obtains 
U,(u)= i (l-~(~))-‘(~(u)~-~(r4)~+‘)(e~~~~-e~~~~~~) 
k=l 
by partial summation. So, 
I 
6 
e -‘“‘L(u) Re UN(u) du= f (Ck-Ck-l)(Jk,k+Hk.k-JN+l,k-HN+l,k), 
-6 k=l 
where 
J N.k= e 
I 
-i”y&(u) Re{(l-4(u)))’ i@(u)” eiuCk} du, 
H N,k = e?““L(u) Re{(l-+(u)))‘iu+(u)N eiuchp[-(ck-Ck~l)~]}du 
and 
p(u) = (e’u - 1 -iu)/iu. 
In the following the well-known formulae 
le”-lI=O(ltj”), le”-1-itl=O(ltl’+“), V&E(O, 11; 
11 -$J(u)“\ = N’O((u]‘), uniformly in NEN, If& E (0, 11; 
s 
IuI 1$(u)]” du = O(n-‘); 
-6 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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are used. By (l), (3) and Lemma 2 below, there are constants C and C, for which 
lJ~,kls C/N, lH~,kl~ C/N, VlckcN, VzzO. 
so, 
jr (ck-~k-,)(J~+l,k+H~+,,k)jO (N+a) 
for each (y, z) E [w x [w,. Now let 
JN =JN(Y, z) := j, (Ck - ck-l)Jk&, 
ffN=ffN(Y,z):= f (Ck-G-Jffk,k. 
k=l 
One has 
lim sup[H, - HNq s C kelIck-cL_,( forN*=O,l,...; 
N k= N*+l 
the right side is uniformly bounded in the case N” = 0 and uniformly small for N* 
sufficiently large. In the case z = z(y) = O(y) one obtains HN* + 0 (y + ~0) for each 
N* by partial integration and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. Thus boundedness 
and convergence to zero, resp., of lim, HN is proved. 
It remains to prove the corresponding relations for 1imNJN. In the case z = z(y) = 
O(y), obviously JN* -+ 0 (y + 00) for each N*. By g”(x) =0(x”-‘), g’(x) = O(xaP’) 
with (Y < 1 and (3), in the definition of JN the term ck - c&i may be replaced by 
g’( z + k) and (1 - (p( u)-‘)iu may be cancelled. The assertions on uniform bounded- 
ness and smallness, resp., of lim sup,jJN - JN*J apparently hold if g’( z + k) may be 
replaced by g’(z+ k)” with m sufficiently large. Reduction to the case m = 1 is 
possible by Lemma 3 below. Its notations are used in the following. By Lemma 2, 
e-‘“Y~(u)Re{Rj(u)e-‘“g”‘}du-+O (N+oo) forj = 1,7,9. 
By (2) and (3) one has uniform boundedness and smallness, resp., of 
lim sup 
il 
e PiU”ff(u) Re{R,( u) e-iUg(Z)} du forj = 2,4,6, 8. 
N 
An analogous result is obtained for R, by 
Re{(l _ 4(U))-L(I _ 4(U)“+r) eiutZ(k+i+z)-g(z)l} 
=Re{(l-~(u))-l}cos u[g(k+l+z)-g(z)] 
-Re{(l-~(u))~‘~(~)N~‘}(I+{~~s~[g(k+1+z)-g(z)]-1}) 
-Im{(l-~(u))~‘(l-~(u)N~‘)}sinu[g(k+l+z)-g(z)] 
and integrability of Re{( 1 - 4)-l}; also (1) and Lemma 1 below are used. In a similar 
way R5 is treated. 0 
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For the following lemmas notations in the proof of Theorem 1 are used. 
Lemma 1. 
emiu”i(u) Re{(l-(p(u))-‘+(u)N}du+-np~16(0) (N+co). 
Proof. According to Breiman (1968, pp. 220-221), with the notations there, one has 
~T~TT/~-‘K(O)+~ e-‘“‘&(u) Re{(l-4(u)))‘}du 
i 
= h(x)/-+.,(dx) 
I 
=2 ; 
I 
e-‘““i( u) Re{4( u)“} du 
II=0 
e-‘“‘fi(u)Re{(l-4(u))-‘}du 
-2 lim 
I 
eC’“?‘fi(u) Re{(l -+(u))-‘+(u)“> du. 0 
N+CC 
Lemma 2. If the function q on [ -8, 61 is Lipschitz continuous, then there is a c E R, 
for which 
I J 
d 
N q(u)4(u)” eiux du G c 
-s 
for all x 3 -iNt_~ for all NE PI. 
Proof. By (3), it suffices to consider the case q(u) = 1. Let +(u) := 4(u) emi’&, u E [w. 
J 
8 Q,(~)N/~ eiu(Nlr+x)12[$(U)N/2 eiu(N@+x)/2]t du -6 
has an absolute value cl. On the other side it equals 
J 
6 
J 
s 
$N tp(ujN-‘+‘(u) e iuNp+iux du + i~( N+ +x) 4(u) N eiux du, 
-S -S
where the first summand is bounded with respect to NE kJ, x E R. 0 
Lemma 3. Let m, N*, NE RJ with N” < N, z E R, and u E R with 0 < Iuj < 6. Then a 
representation 
; ~(u)kgyk+z)” ek(k+z) 
k=N*+I 
= --k ksgs+, 4(u)kg’(k+z)m+’ ei”gCk+ZJ+ii, R,(U) 
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R,(u) = /--‘dMN k= i,,, g’( k + z)m+’ eiugck+‘), 
R,(u)=-m(l-4(U)))’ 
x ; (l-~(u)k+‘)g’(k+z+e,)g”(k+z+e,)e’”g’k+’+;’, 
k= N*+l 
R3(U)=m(1-~(U))-1(l-~(U)N+‘) 
xk=~~+,g’(k+z+B,)“lg’l(k+z+B,)eiug’*+’”’, 
R4(U)=-(1-~(U))-‘(l-~(U)N*+‘)g’(N*+1+Z)meiug(N*+l+=), 
&(u) = (1- f$(u)))‘(l -f$(u)N+‘)g’(N*+ 1 +z)~ eiug(N*+‘+z), 
k= N*+l 
Bk, & E (0, 1); where c E R, is independent of m, N*, N, z, u. 
Proof. One obtains the representation by partial summation with (-( l- 
4(U))-‘(4(U)k+‘-4(U)N+‘)) as a summatory sequence for (4(u)“). q 
3. Excess over the boundary 
The following corollary to Theorem 1 will be useful for asymptotic results on the 
distribution of the excess over the boundary and the expected sample size. 
Corollary 1. Let the assumptions of 7’heorem 1 hold with z = z(u) = O(u); and let 
?(a):=inf{nEN; &>a}, aER+. 
77len the function 
(O<) x + sup P[&,, -a > X] 
a>0 
is integrable on (0, CO). 
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Proof. c’:= sup&Z c;=p=, P[k - 1 < g ,, s k] is finite because of Theorem l(a). Let 
c”:= sup,,,, jg’(x)l. Analogously to the proof of the corollary in Lai and Siegmund 
(1979) or of Theorem 2.4 in Woodroofe (1982), one obtains 
P&,,-aax] 
r=, f P[~~<~,~~+xX,+~~a+~-g(n+1+2(a))+g(n+z(a>)] 
n=O 
I 
a3 
< c’ P[XI’YI dy 
x-c”-2 
with integrable right side. 0 
The classical result on the asymptotic distribution of the excess over the boundary 
in renewal theory (see Feller, 1971, p. 370; and Wooodroofe, 1982, Theorem 3.2) 
will be generalized first to the case of purely deterministic perturbations of a certain 
growth. 
Theorem 2. Let $,, n E N,, be dejned as in Theorem 1 with 
z=z(a)=O(b(a)), whereO6b(a)+~(O~a-+~). 
Further let 
F, := inf{n E N; 5, > b(a)}, 
.&,:=s;<,-b(a), UER+, 
G(x):= (ES,)-’ 
i 
x P[S,> r] dr, XER+. 
0 
Then 
P[&=x]+G(x) (a+~), XER,. 
Proof. Replacement of b(u) by b*(a) := b(u) -log b(u), for u sufficiently large, in 
the definition of ?, and fi‘, leads to random variables which shall be denoted by r$ 
and Ez, resp. In the following, without loss of generality, the case b(a) = a, 
b*(a) = a -log a will be treated. 
In the first step one easily obtains 
P[E;slog a]+ 1 (a+~), 
by Corollary 1. 
In the second step one proves 
_;~a~ (g(k+z(a))-g(T;+z(a))lyO (a+O;)). 
. .Y 
It suffices to show 
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because of g’(x) = O(xaP’). A s in classical renewal theory one obtains 
7:/a 3 1/p a.s., 
by z(a) = O(a) and g(x) + 0 (x + 00). So, it remains to show 
aaP’(;a - 7:) 7 0. 
Let Nb denote the number of j > 7% with $ < $+, and let Nz denote the number 
of visits of ($) to the interval (a - 2 log a, a]. Then f, - T: s Nh + Ng. By Theorem 
l(a), there is a CER+ for which 
EN: s c. (2 log a + 1). 
Choose an MEN for which 
Ig(l+l+z(a))-g(Z+z(a))l<$ VI> M, Va. 
Then, for F > 0, 
P[N:sea’-“1 
sjz, P[IS,-j~l>~j~]/(&a’-“)+P[~~~ M]+O (a+m), 
according to Baum and Katz (1965, Theorem 3). 
In the third step, the assertion of the theorem is proved. Let Sg be the c-algebra 
generated by the c-algebras u(X,, . . . , X,, 1,7Z=kl), k E N. One uses the results of 
the first two steps and argues as Lai and Siegmund (1977) in the proof of their 
Theorem 1; b, n,, 4, AX, S,,, are replaced by 
a, 
* 
70 3 dk+z(a)L 
[EZ~logaln[7T;;~q lg(k+z(a))-g(7~+z(a))l<~l, 9* ar 
u 
resp. The idea to replace the nonrandom n, by a suitable random variable appears 
in Hogan (1984, Ch. 3). 0 
Lai and Siegmund (1977, Theorem 1) have investigated distributional convergence 
of the excess over the boundary under stochastic perturbations admitting determinis- 
tic components of order noL with (Y <f. A special case with order log n of the 
deterministic component (in the different notation of Lai and Siegmund case cy = 1) 
has been used by Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982) in their treatment of the expected 
sample size. The following theorem asserts that in this case a further deterministic 
term may be added, which is of order na with (Y < 1 and exhibits some regularity. 
Theorem 3. Assume that the sample size T(a) of the nonlinear renewal process 
(Y,)=(S,+c”,) satisjies 
aP’(T(a)-a/p)TO (a-+00). 
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Let g be as in Theorem 1, and let &,, := Zn - g(n). Assume that for each r] > 0 there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that 
for all suficiently large n. Then 
P[Y,(,,-a~x]+G(x) (a-,00), XE[W+, 
with G as in Theorem 2. 
Proof. One employs the argument of Lai and Siegmund (1977) for their Theorem 
I (with (Y = 1 there). Let 6 < 2 without loss of generality, and choose K > ~-‘(4- 6), 
6” E (KP’/C’(l -as), $3). 
&:=S,+g(n) 
and 
A,:=[max{5~++5n; lCnCn,(a)}<a-~?*a] 
with n,(a) := [p”‘a(1 -$8)] are here used instead of S, and A,,, resp., in the proof 
of Lai and Siegmund. Let 
I,(/3):=inf{n>n,(a);S,+~,,~,,>a+~}, PER, 
5 n,(a) := ~(x,, &, . . . , X,C~, &,(a)) 
and denote the left side in the limit relation of Theorem 2 by H( b( a), z(a), x). The 
auxiliary result 
P[s”i‘,U, +~~,(~,-(a+B)~x(~~,,,,l~ (3x1 (a-,a), PER 
follows from Theorem 2. Indeed, one uses subsequences, 
P(X,)+ 1 (a+CO), g(s)/s+O (s-00) 
and observes that for sufficiently large a on A”, the conditional probability has the 
representation 
and 
H(a + P -(X, +. * . +X,(4+ 5;I,caJ, n,(a), xl 
nr(a)sK(a+P-(XI+. . ~+X,C~)+~,,,C~& 0 
4. Expected sample size 
Theorem 2 of Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982) gives an of 
the in nonlinear In the 
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assumptions as there are used, but with stochastic perturbations Zn containing a 
deterministic term g(n) of order na for some (Y < 1, e.g. g(n) = n”, besides the 
deterministic term f(n) of logarithmic growth. The additional perturbation causes 
an additional summand in the asymptotic expansion. 
Let g : R, + R, A,, E L&, f(n) E R, and let V,, be daQ,-measurable random variables 
(n E N) satisfying the following conditions: 
g is two times differentiable with 
g(O) = 0, g”(X) =0(x np2) for some a < 1, g’(x)+0 (x+a); (4) 
,P(&+o; (9 
n 
‘;; - n = V, +f(n) +g(u) on A,, nEN; 
V,, n EN, are slowly changing, i.e. 
V 3 P[max{lVn+k - V,~;O~k~6n}~&]<& 
E>O 6>0 
(6) 
(7) 
(7’) 
for all sufficiently large n, and 
K’ max{l VI/, . . Jw$x~-); 
max{(] Vntk(; 0s k 4 n}, n E N, are uniformly integrable; 
(7”) 
(8) 
V,, converges in distribution to a real random variable V for n + 00; (10) 
sup max If(n+k)-f(n)(+O (a-+0); (11) 
,1 “ClrCNfi 
3”P[T(a)<&a]=o(l/a) (a+co). (l-2) 
Further, let p(s) denote the solution of the equation 
x = -/A-‘g(s+x), 
which exists uniquely for sufficiently large s > 0. By (4), one has p”(s) = O(S”-~), 
p’(s) = O(S”_’ ), p(s) = O(sa). 
Theorem 4. Assume conditions (4) through (12). nen 
pET(u)=u+pp(u/p)-f(u/p)+(2ES,)-‘(I@-EV+o(l) foru+m. 
Remark. In the cases CY <i and CY < 2, one has 
p(alp) = -/.-‘g(al~)+o(I) 
and 
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resp. For purely deterministic perturbations, i.e. E,, =f( n) + g(n), (12) is always 
fulfilled, and T(a) can be interpreted as time until ruin or time until leaving a ruin 
Proof of Theorem 
(19821, with T(u) 
one shows 
3 
4. As in the proof of Lemma 3 in Hagwood and Woodroofe 
instead of t(a) and E,, instead of & there, and by g(n)/ n + 0, 
aP[T(a)<n,l+ET(a)I,7(a)>~*,-,0 (a+,=)), (13) 
situation. 
where n, = n,(u) = [ala], n, = nz(u) = [~~a]. Then, as in Hagwood and Woodroofe 
(1982, p. 846), with 
B(u):=[n,< T(u)cn,, ?(a -.f([al~I))> 4 n ?I & 
k=n,-1 
instead of B,, one shows 
uP(B(u)“)+O (u+oo). (14) 
According to Baum and Katz (1965, Theorem 3) and by Olivier’s theorem (Knopp, 
1951, Section 14)), 
aP([IS,(,,-/JT(a)l s&l n B(a)) 
SUP sup \Sk-,&(/k~(4&2)p’ +‘o (a+‘a); 
[ kzn, 1 
by (81, 
~P([IV,(,,I~aE-L~ln~(~))~O (a+(x)); 
for the excess t?, := YTCoj - a over the boundary a one has 
OGR,GXTca)+ ‘i; -T(a) _;; “7(n)pl 
(compare Woodroofe, 1982, p. 43), and thus 
uP([R,~$_m]nB(u))+O (~-+a) 
by (6), (8), (ll), (4). These relations together with (14) yield 
aP(B*(u)")+O (a+~), 
where 
B*(u):= ~(u)~[~S~~~~- ~.T(~)l<$~,IV,,,,l<~~,~, <$a]. 
It holds 
ET(a)l[alPl+ 1, 
T(a)l[alPl--, 1, thus T(u)+oo a.s. (~+a); P 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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for from (S), (6), (7”), (9),f(n)/n+O, g(n)/n+O one obtains 
c pczl <-rJ&‘]<CO 
n 
and then (17), (16) by Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 in Woodroofe (1982). Now, as 
in Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982, p. 846), with B*(a), 5; := S,, -g(n), T(a) 
fors’=$(e+p)), 
instead of B,, [,,, t(a), resp., one shows 
&%a,Is*(a, = f(ralPl>+EV+o(lL 
%%c&e*cn, = If([alPl)I+a1) 
by (17), further uniform integrability of 
(5&j -f([dPl))~B*,a,, a > 0, 
uniform integrability of 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
&!ia := max{l& -f([u/p])jleeca,; n, G ks n,}, a > 0, (21) 
ET(u)b3*(a,‘+ 0, (22) 
the latter by (15) and (13). As in Hagwood and Woodroofe (1982, proof of Lemma 
2), with &, B*(u), ,$,, T(u), &:=$+g(n), aa, c:=[A?a~x], ;(a) instead of 
R,, B,, &, r(a), &, Ma, C, r=,, resp., one obtains uniform integrability of 
%IB*(aj, a > 0, (23) 
by (20), (21) and Corollary 1 with z = 0. 
El? I =h*copp:=2(ES,)p’ES2, (~-,a) (24) 
follows from (15), (23) and the assertion of Theorem 3, which is applicable because 
of (17), (4), (5), (6), (11). 
h(s) := s +p(s) is the unique solution of x = s - pcL-‘g(x) for sufficiently large s > 0. 
It holds h(s) = s+O(s”), h’(s) = 1 +O(s”-‘), h”(s) = O(.S”-~). One observes 
T(u)=Z(u)-/_“‘g(T(u)), u>o, (25) 
with 
Z(u):= /_-‘a -~-‘(s,,,,-~LT(u))+~-‘R, -/_-‘&, 
(compare Woodroofe, 1982, p. 47). 
In the following, a0 is a suitable fixed number. For a 2 a,, on B*(u) one has 
12(u)/ >$~~‘a and thus, by (25), 
T(u) = h(Z(u)). 
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A Taylor expansion for h around p-‘(a + f& - [$-ca,) and then for h and h’ around 
pula yields on B*(a) a representation 
T(a)=h(al~)+~-‘~~-~~‘SIT~a,-~u’h’(al~)(S,,,,-~*T(a))+ w(a), 
where 
I Wa>l G C[aapllR -&J + a”-*lST~,~-~~(a)121, a  ao, 
with a constant C E IF!,. By (24), (19), (ll), (16) and Wald’s lemma, 
ElW(a)lL~(,,-,O (a-+00). 
So, by (24), (18), (15), (16) and Wald’s lemma, 
ET(a)&,, = h(allr.)+~~‘p-~CL’f([al~l)-~~l~V+o(l). 
From this and (22), the assertion of the theorem follows. 0 
Remark. The case of an arithmetic distribution of X, can be treated in a similar 
way. This yields a generalization of the second part of Theorem 4.5 in Woodroofe 
(1982). 
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